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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

Conclusion  

 This research has analyzed the antagonist female character Cordelia in 

Monte Carlo movie. The movie was published on last four years. The analysis 

was applying deconstructive approach in order to show the other characteristic of 

Cordelia in different meaning.   

 The movie presents several kinds of Cordelia’s characteristic. The analysis 

has found that she is an unsociable rich girl and a rich who does things around her 

mistakenly.  She is described as an unsociable rich girl demonstrated by her 

glamorous and expensive life styles. Then, she is described as a rich who makes 

things around her mistakenly proven by she did a scandal and denied her mother’s 

command to go to the charity event. Moreover, for this reason she is a naughty 

girl because she burnt her roommate’s hair in her childhood. Next, she is also an 

arrogant girl performed by her arrogance to look down of other people who are 

not in her level.  The last, she is a selfish girl shown by her purpose to cancel the 

auction to help other people in charity event.     

 Nevertheless, behind of those previous characteristic of Cordelia keep the 

positive things of hers. The discussion of deconstruction of Cordelia’s 

characteristic has discovered that she has contrast characteristic. Cordelia is now 

changed as the protagonist character. She is a sociable girl because of her desire to 

do a favor sincerely to others and meet her friends. She is a kind of rich person 

who wants to do something nobly. It is proven by her willing to come to the 
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charity as what her mother’s command. Besides, she has well manner to refuse a 

strange man. She is a talented girl because of her finesse in racing horse. She is an 

honest and not arrogant because she holds for honesty tightly. Also she is a 

lovable and respected person and not selfish because she loves pets means she 

loves other living thing include human and because of her respect to other human 

rights by preferring to call the police than killing the criminal doer. Thus by 

learning it, we have to more respect and believe on what proverb said that “Never 

judge the book by its cover”.  It means that do not value a person from his/her 

outer look.           

Suggestion 

 To make an analysis is surely not a simple thing. However, it raises many 

interesting things to do. In doing an analysis, moreover, especially analysis 

character in film/movie opens huge opportunities for us to create million brilliant 

ideas through a strategy or approach we apply. We can find other worth lesson 

from that.  

 Deconstructive approach is one of several approaches in the analysis of 

literary works. It is an approach that applied in this research. For forward work of 

analysis literary work you may use this approach or others in order to get more 

understanding about this approach or others. Further, in your next analysis you 

may find and explore so many things and ideas by using certain kinds of 

approach.       

 

 


